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Transport East: An introduction

• Seven STBs cover all of England 
(not London)

• Cities and Local Govt Devolution Act (2016)

• Transport East formed in 2018 covering 
Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Thurrock and 
Southend:

• Five transport authorities
• 24 district authorities
• Two LEPs
• Three Chambers of Commerce
• Highways England
• Network Rail
• DfT (observer)



• Develop a transport strategy and 
priorities to secure investment

• Speak with one voice for our sub-
national area on transport

• Champion our region

• Accelerate and improve delivery

• Work beyond boundaries, across the 
UK

• Provide economies of scale for our 
partners

Our role



Over the last four months our partnership has focused on 
work programme, advocacy and communications: 

• £425k secured from DfT for 2020/21 to initiate work 
programme

• Roundtable with DfT Minister, Baroness Vere

• Identified a programme of transport investment 
priorities across the partnership

• Recruitment of dedicated communications specialist

• Launch of communications strategy

• Initiated MP engagement programme

Growing Influence
Transport Decarbonisation Report
Published evidence base and strategic 
recommendations

Investment and Delivery Plan
Programme of c.30 strategic 
transport projects across our 
sub-national area

Comprehensive Spending Review
Case-making to government over 
autumn for increased investment



Transport Strategy

Our partnership is now developing an 
ambitious, unique Transport Strategy to 
2050

✔ Local and national outcomes

✔ Robust ‘government-compliant’ evidence 
base

✔ A compelling case for transport investment in 
the East

✔ A framework to increase and accelerate 
transport investment and delivery in the East 
of England

✔ ‘Lock-in’ to HE, NR and DfT funding 

April 2020
Strategic Director in post
100-day plan launched

Summer 2020
DfT funding secured for 2020/21

October 2020
Procurement completed for Transport Strategy
- Technical: Jacobs
- Engagement: Copper

September 2020
Staff recruitment completed
Outputs agreed with DfT

November 2020
Transport Strategy development underway

Summer 2021
Draft Transport Strategy for public consultation





Charles Freeman
Jacobs



1. Our Approach to Delivering the Strategy



1A 
Non 

Transport 
Outcomes

A set of agreed non transport 
outcomes, a credible, future-proofed 
evidence base, tested future transport 
scenarios and a suite of documents 
tailored to different audiences 

A set of agreed transport outcomes 
and an agreed and unique deliver 
approach

“One transport strategy with one set 
of priorities locking into local and 
national investment and delivery plans 
to help deliver better outcomes for our 
region”

Stage 1

1B
Evidence 

Base Deep 
Dives

1C
Initial 
Future 

Scenarios

Stage 2

2A 
Transport 
Outcomes

2B
Delivery 

approach

Stage 3

3A 
Prioritised 
Measures

Transport 
strategy

+ +

+

=

Breaking Down the Strategy into key parts 

Where we are now



2. Non Transport Outcomes – Methodology 



The Approach we used to identify the Non-Transport 
Outcomes

Methodology for Stage 1A

Key Activities 

Desktop Review Identify and Review Existing Themes and Outcomes 
from Local, Regional and National Policies and 
Strategies

Analysis A policy sense check followed by review of key 
themes and challenges

Extensive Engagement Discussion of analysis in a constructive and open 
manner with key partners 

Consensus Agreement of a set of emerging outcomes through 
an iterative process



• Homes, Communities and Employment 
Growth

• Promoting a Diverse economy

• Climate change mitigation / adaptation 
including decarbonisation

• Environmental protection / Enhancement

• Digital Connectivity of goods and services

• Energy: supporting alternatively fuelled 
solutions

• Healthy Lifestyles

• Locally identified priorities e.g. local 
growth

• Education and Skills Retention

Important Themes 
Identified at all levels



3. Non Transport Outcomes



Transport East Regional 
Key Themes 

Over the next 30 years, we 
want to transform our 
transport connections to help 
drive long term economic 
growth.

Better connected ports and airports to 
help UK businesses thrive and boost the 
nation’s economy through greater 
access to international markets and 
facilitates Foreign Direct Investment.

Global Gateways

Multi-Centred 
Connectivity

Enhanced links between our fastest 
growing places and business clusters; 
enabling the area to function as a 
coherent economy and improving 
productivity.

Energised 
Coastal/Rural 
Communities

A reinvented, sustainable coast for the 
21st century which delivers on our 
ambition to become the UK’s foremost 
all-energy coast, as well as a competitive 
visitor offer.

Decarbonisation 
Enhancing a rich, natural endowment in 
wind power, a vibrant logistics and 
freight market, a strong maritime 
economy, and a largely rural geography 
with ample green space



Transport East Enabling the 
Non-Transport Outcomes

Addressing the causes and impacts of climatic change

Protecting and enhancing the built and natural environment –
ensuring the region retains and enhances its varied and important 
landscape, heritage and biodiversity features

Promoting and supporting a productive and diverse economy -
highlighting the sub regions role as a place to work, do business and 
transport goods efficiently, to drive up regional productivity and 
contribute to the wider UK economy 

Supporting the energy sector, in particular, off-shore wind, 
renewables, nuclear, alternative fuels and electrification

Focussing on locally important growth areas (rural, urban, and 
coastal) ensuring they grow sustainably and provide high quality, 
distinctive places to live, work and visit

Supporting skills attainment, retention and social inclusion across the 
region with accessibility to education, training and employment 
opportunities e.g. through ‘travel to learn’ facilities 

Promoting active and healthy lifestyles

Global Gateways

Multi-Centred 
Connectivity

Energised Coastal and 
Rural Communities

Decarbonisation 

Draft Non-Transport Outcomes Transport East Key Themes



Questions



4. Role of Transport in Economic Growth 
“deep dive” findings



Purpose of this Deep Dive Review

 Define the baseline for transport in the region’s economy and the potential for change

 What role can transport play in the economic growth of the region and in helping post-
COVID recovery?

 How can it help achieve our non-transport outcomes?

 Provide insightful evidence to strengthen the East’s case for investment



Introduction to 
Economic Growth 
and the Role of 
Transport



Evolutionary Economic Geography
• We draw on the theories of 

Evolutionary Economic 
geography (EEG).

• EEG represents the most up to 
date thinking in how regional 
and national geographies evolve 
over time

• Combines concepts of 
evolutionary economics with 
complexity theory to analyse 
how regions evolve

Source: the handbook of evolutionary economic geography, Boshma and Martin



Models of Regional Economic Growth
• There are a number of models that helps us 

understand regional economic growth

• Here are two complementary frameworks

Source: Cambridge Econometrics

22

      

Source: Martin, Tyler, Pike, Gardner



Theory of Transport Impact on the Economy
Transport interventions on the routes, speeds, costs and capacity of 
various modes have Static Economic Impacts, which in turn lead to 
Dynamic Economic Impacts.

 Static Impacts on Firms
− Reduced costs of shipping, freight and business travel
− Access to larger labour/customer pool

 Static Impacts on Residents
− Improved speed, safety, reliability. Reduced congestion and 

pollution
− Inter-regional connectivity
− Accessibility to employment, education and training options

 Dynamic Impacts (desirable feedback loops)
− Firm-worker proximity benefits
− Firm-firm proximity benefits
− Agglomeration-growth cycle, leading from competitiveness, to 

increased market share, to increased skill-specific labour demand



Theory of Transport Impact on the Economy
Dynamic impacts can build up in a series of self-reinforcing feedback cycles.

Over the long-term, these cycles are thought to be a key driver of 
economic growth and prosperity.

Its these cycles that we are looking to “kick-start”.
They include:

• Firm-worker proximity benefits: Positive feedback between the 
presence of workers with specific skills, and firms requiring those 
skills.

• Firm-firm proximity benefits: The co-evolution of sector-specific value 
chains, with downstream actors attracting upstream suppliers, and 
vice versa. Or, firms in similar industries choosing to locate close to 
each other, to benefit from knowledge spill-overs and specialised 
support networks.

• Agglomeration-growth cycle: Productivity and competitiveness 
benefits of co-location allows firms to win greater market share and 
expand operations, leading to increased skill-specific labour demand



The Role of Transport – Negative Impacts
• Some of the other effects of transport improvements include an increase in local property 

prices (often seen as a negative) and an increased amount of money spent locally by better-
paid workers (generally seen as a positive).

• Evidence suggests that in the long run, interventions designed to reduce congestion simply 
lead to an increase in economic activity (but no ultimate reduction in congestion)

• This may be a good thing if increasing economic activity in that location is the aim

• However in geographies with highly mobile capital and labour markets and an already 
uneven distribution of economic activity, interventions to reduce congestion in the high-
density economic areas will often simply accelerate the rate of divergence

• Eventually the costs of spatial concentration outweigh the benefits (eg, the UK)



Current Economic 
Snapshot



Knowledge and Skills
A skilled workforce attracts businesses to an area and vice-versa.

 New Anglia LEP
− University of East Anglia, Norwich University of the Arts and University of Suffolk, are 

ranked 21st, 76th and 129th in the UK.
− New Anglia is more than 8pp behind Great Britain overall by education qualification 

level

 South East LEP (Greater Essex)
− University of Essex, Anglia Ruskin University (med-tech campus in Chelmsford), and 

Writtle University College, as well as multiple colleges.
− Greater Essex is more than 5pp behind Great Britain overall by education 

qualification level. People in Essex are more likely to work at a higher level of 
occupation relative to their highest qualification compared to the UK overall.



Reality – Sectoral Specialisations



Business and Innovation
A lack of private R&D can prevent innovation diffusion and ‘domestication’ in a 
region.

 New Anglia LEP
− In 2018 there were 62,750 business enterprises in New Anglia. Over 88% of these 

businesses had nine or fewer employees while 9.7% had between 10-49 employees.
− Some of the notable companies with a presence in the LEP include BT, Huawei, Ericsson, 

Aviva, and Lotus. Norwich is among the largest general insurance centres in the UK and 
hosts notable financial services companies such as Aviva, AXA and Marsh.

 South East LEP (Greater Essex)
− In 2018, Essex had in excess of 77,000 businesses, about 91% of which were micro with 

0-9 employees and 8.1% were small with 10-49 employees.
− Greater Essex provides several advantages for businesses, including the area’s proximity 

to the London-Stansted-Cambridge corridor, lower employment and property costs 
compared to the rest of the South East, access to UK markets via the road and rail 
infrastructure and to international markets via air and sea.



Physical Assets

 Energy Generation
− There are close to 1,000 wind turbines off the East of 

England coast, representing 60% of offshore wind energy in 
the UK.

− The nuclear plant in Sizewell, Suffolk is one of 15 in the UK, 
with plans of expansion currently in development and new 
nuclear sites e.g. Bradwell.

− The Bacton Gas Plant supplies 1/3 of the UK's gas supply.

 Farmland
− The region has a total farmed area of 1.4m hectares.
− 79% of the farmed area is arable, by far the highest share 

and largest arable area among English regions.

 Coastal Assets
− The coasts of Suffolk, Norfolk and Essex include the popular seaside resorts of Great Yarmouth, Lowestoft, 

Cromer, Hunstanton, Sheringham, Clacton-on-Sea and Southend.
− The ports of Felixstowe, Harwich, Tilbury and London Gateway represent some of the most significant trade 

and logistics assets in the country.

https://www.scottishpowerrenewables.com/pages/east_anglia_one.aspx



Existing Infrastructure
Access to Economic Mass (ATEM) score (left hand side) and access to 
airport score (right hand side)

Source: CE, Department for Transport, Steer, Prof Bernie Fingleton

International Connectivity – good
• Norwich Airport, Southend Airport and Stanstead Airport. 

Stanstead is the 4th busiest airport in the UK.

Freight Infrastructure – good
• The region’s most important ports are Felixstowe and 

London Gateway. In total, all 13 ports in the Transport East 
region handled 87.0 million tonnes of freight in 2017.

• Felixstowe is well connected via the A14 for HGVs and via 
the Felixstowe Branch Line for trains. London Gateway is 
connected via the A13 and via the London, Tilbury and 
Southend Railway.

Inter-regional Connectivity - mixed
• The northern and coastal parts of the region are the least 

accessible. Access to London is better than cross country.
• The Anglia route is part of Network Rail’s Eastern region, 

and it operates some of the busiest rail lines in the country.

Local Connectivity – poor
• First-mile last-mile infrastructure undermines rail provision.
• High levels of car dependency.



Future Baseline



Growth Ambitions
 New Anglia LEP

− Population: The LEP expects 140,000 new homes built by 2036, which is equivalent to a 
population increase of 322,000 based on the average household size. This gives an estimate 
of almost 2 million people in 2036.

− Employment: The LEP expects 88,000 net new jobs to be delivered by 2036.
− GVA: GVA is expected to grow at a rate of 2% per annum to 2036, which is equivalent to just 

over £55bn GVA at the end of the projection period.

 South East LEP (Greater Essex)
− Population: The housing need for Greater Essex is about 179,000 new homes by 2036, 

which requires a completion rate of 9,000 dwellings per annum.
− Employment: Projected to increase by almost 77,000 over the next 20 years. Some more 

ambitious estimates place the increase at 79,000 new jobs by 2036 - “Growth and 
Infrastructure Framework (GIF)”.

− GVA: There are no separate stated GVA growth ambitions for Greater Essex by the LEP.

N.B. The wide mismatch between expected future new homes and future new jobs could be a significant challenge.



Policy Focus Areas
A review of National, Regional, Local and Neighbouring Sub National Policy found these to be 
the most consistent areas of interest across all tiers of government:

Economic Social Environmental

• Diverse economy / 
diversification

• Local impacts 
(employment, 
accessibility…)

• Climate change mitigation 
(including decarbonisation)

• Digital Innovation • Housing (growth, 
affordable, appropriate 
mix)

• Climate change adaptation

• Energy (energy sector and 
alternative fuel sources)

• Public health • Environmental protection 
and enhancement

• Jobs / Employment



Future Transport Infrastructure Proposals
Current commitments:
A. Local Transport Plans
Support local walking and cycling programmes, as well as bus operations, both short-
term COVID impacts and long-term strategies.

A. Connecting our Energised Coastal Communities
Upgrade the single-carriageway sections of the A47, connecting to offshore wind 
energy clusters and urban growth centres.

B. Connecting the Heart of East Anglia
The north-south spine to be enhanced for both passengers and freight. Including 
increased capacity for the GEML and multi-modal improvements to the A12.

C. Cross-country connectivity
The two corridors from Norfolk and Suffolk to the Midlands, will be double-tracked, 
electrified and given power increases. Focused investment in the Ely area and 
Haughley railway junction.

D. Connecting South Essex
Exceptional growth potential unlocked by planned investments in rail stations and 
network studies, road widenings, junctions, roundabouts, slip roads and bus priority.

E. East-West growth corridor
Dualling all the A120 boosting inter-urban connectivity and link the M11 Innovation 
Corridor with Stansted Airport and Felixstowe, Ipswich and Harwich Ports.

F. UK Innovation Corridor
Station capacity increases along the WAML and junction improvements on the M11 
and dualling of the A47 at West Winch.



Impact of COVID-19 
and Brexit



Stages of COVID Impact
The COVID-19 pandemic is expected to have a lasting impact on the economic geography of the 
UK.

 Stage 1: behavioural adjustment – already underway
− Increased working from home and less frequent commuting, shift of consumer spending 

patterns from city centres to local or online. Some habits will revert post-vaccine.

 Stage 2: business response
− Change in business practices to respond to consumer demand – more online, more local, 

permanent changes to working practices

 Stage 3: long-run spatial implications of ongoing routine WFH
− Lower demand for retail and office space, more collaboration/distributed workspaces, 

home locations less tied to office locations, relocations to more affordable areas, price 
adjustments of all property types, expansion of labour catchments.



COVID-19 Impact on Transport Patterns
 As more people work at home and consume in their local community, demand for very short-

distance infrastructure (1-2km) particularly through active modes, may increase as people use 
local amenities more frequently

 As less people commute daily into the office, short-distance (5-20km), rush-hour commuting 
trips may be significantly reduced. This has implications for the design of transport 
infrastructure systems to service rush hours.

 As more people live at greater distance from their place of work, demand for medium-
distance (30-100km) transport may increase as they visit clients, colleagues and collaborators 
on a weekly basis.

 Transport for non-work purposes becomes a higher relative priority. Having good connections 
to friends and family, leisure and entertainment opportunities may become more of a factor 
in residential choice.



Effect on Traffic Patterns – Case Study Essex
 Overall average daily traffic levels on Essex local roads dropped down from before Lockdown 

2 came into effect and before the half term, from approximately 92% of pre-Lockdown 1 
levels to about 81% of pre-Lockdown 1 levels.



Industry 4.0 and Labour Demand

 Industry 4.0 is a catch-all term for a variety of technological improvements, most of which are 
already underway

 These include the increased use of both advanced sensors, robotics and intelligent software 
to replace routine and semi-routine physical work.

 The latest evidence suggests that the overall implications for regional labour demand depend 
on the level of innovative potential and dynamic capability in an economy
 In more innovative and dynamic economies, the labour freed up within firms is more likely to 

be productively reallocated either within the same firm or elsewhere within the sector

 However, the relative impacts on different occupational groups are well-understood



Automation and Remote Working
Occupations most likely to experience 
increased labour demand due to Industry 
4.0

Occupations most likely to 
experience reduced labour demand 
due to Industry 4.0

Occupations most able to be 
performed remotely

• Managers, directors and senior officials

• Professional occupations

• Associate professional and technical 
occupation

• Administrative and secretarial 
occupations

Occupations least able to be 
performed remotely

• Caring, leisure and other trades 
occupations

• Sales and customer service occupations

• Skilled trades occupations
• Process, plant and machine 

operatives
• Elementary occupations



Brexit
 Outcome of the Brexit transition and our future relationship with the EU is still uncertain

 Although many firms will have already made provisions, no-deal Brexit could induce 
significant short-term economic disruption

 Sectors most likely to be impacted in the long-run are manufacturing firms that are part of 
cross-EU supply chains and high-value service firms who serve the EU market

 Longer term options:
− Business-as-usual with the EU - but with significant additional costs
− Firm adaptation to serve domestic markets, may require new investment
− Export-focused firms may look for alternative global markets – none as easy or as close!
− Limited upside – there may be opportunities for firms to supplant imports
− Government replacement of EU support crucial in some sectors



Initial Conclusions / 
Opportunities & 
Challenges



The Role of the East of England
• The primary role of any regional economy is to provide a high quality of life for its residents – and to do 

this it must provide them with a wide range of high-quality employment opportunities providing fair 
wages across a wide variety of skill levels

• Economic theory tells us that the prosperity of a region is dependent its ability to develop tradeable 
sectors that sell goods and services to external markets - the wealth this brings into the region then filters 
through to local sectors

• The region does not have to specialise at everything – nor does it need to be the only UK region that 
specialises in a particular sector

• Existing regional specialisations that LEP strategies identify as offering the potential for future growth 
include:

• Renewable Energy
• Agri-Food
• ICT
• Life Sciences
• Construction
• Tourism
• Logistics



Synthesis of Challenges and Opportunities
Taking into account the stated ambitions of the 2 LEPs, lessons of theory, data analysis of the Eastern economy, 
and the impact of COVID, we arrived at 5 key economic growth objectives for the region:

 Given existing strengths in Offshore Wind, Sustainable Construction and Agri-tech, there are few 
geographies better placed within the UK to lead a green recovery strategy than the East of England. This 
would be of significant benefit to the local economy as well as nationally.

 There are opportunities for the development of nationally-significant clusters in Construction, Life 
sciences, Agri-tech and ICT, and these are acknowledged by New Anglia and Essex local industrial 
strategies. Tourism and Logistics are also important providers of employment opportunities.

 It is thought that post-COVID behavioural changes could be a key driver in the reduction in intra-regional 
inequalities over the next decade. The study area has the ideal combination of a short distance from 
London and high amenity values to be an attractive proposition for skilled migrants.

 The region suffers from low levels of graduate retention. The region needs to consider what its unique 
offer is to attract and retain young mobile workers.

 New Anglia and Essex regions both have strong collaboration and labour market links with London and 
Cambridge. A policy of continued integration with London and Cambridge in fringe areas provides for 
opportunities for both resident workers and to attract new clusters of firms, given the right offer for 
businesses



Role of Transport for the Region’s Economic 
Objectives

Objective Role of transport

Green growth strategy Transport is a key driver in ensuring the East is at the forefront of global green growth efforts. 
This is primarily achieved through mode switch from the private vehicles to walking, cycling 
and public transport, as well as rapid phasing of electric vehicles.

Build high-value clusters Strategic interventions can enable the extension of existing centres of activity, coordinate 
infrastructure provision with housing and commercial property developments, identify 
specific needs of nascent clusters, improve access to domestic and international markets.

Attract skilled home 
workers

High quality local infrastructure, particularly in active and public modes, can significantly 
improve quality of place. Improving rail access to main cities, London and international 
gateways, means the area becomes attractive proposition to “1-2 day a week” commuters

Improve graduate 
retention

Local public transport and digital infrastructure can improve attractiveness of place and assist 
in retention, as can greater accessibility to family, friends and leisure opportunities outside 
the region through a coordinated rail + first-mile, last-mile improvement package.

Integration with London 
Cambridge economies

For those nearer districts – well coordinated sustainable infrastructure-led development that 
provides high quality business and residential locations to allow London and Cambridge 
innovation ecosystems to expand organically onto new sites.



Considerations



Caveats: Competing Priorities
 Long-term economic objectives have to be considered in conjunction with environmental 

and inclusivity agendas… and short-term economic recovery
− Balance between supporting firms and workers, tackling inequalities, and rapidly reducing emissions… 

and providing jobs in the next 1-2 years
− Identification of complementary interventions is key
− Opportunities to make better use of existing assets, or to “design in” environmental sustainability and 

social inclusiveness from the start
− In many cases, build in desired assumptions of reduction, rather than increase in usage, particularly at 

peak times, particularly in roads – how does this change the equation?

 Transport isn’t everything
− Good transport infrastructure is a necessary but not sufficient condition of economic growth
− Building new infrastructure itself is expensive and high-in-emissions – new infrastructure needs to be 

carefully selected and only the most strategically advantageous interventions pursued
− Identify areas where transport is the constraining factor
− Leverage the effectiveness of interventions by integrating transport’s role into the wider place-making 

policy agenda



Context: national policy direction of travel
 “Agglomeration” is still important but a more nuanced view is emerging

− DfT view shifting towards localization, clustering and technological synergy, rather than 
broad-brush “bigger is better” understanding

− Re-estimating agglomeration elasticities “post-COVID”

 “Additionality” is still important but a more nuanced view is emerging
− Not just about “net national jobs and GVA” anymore
− strategic analysis of impacts on housing markets, labour markets, innovation ecosystems, 

environmental impact, and supply chains increasingly recognized

 Transport policy should be proactive, not reactive
− “Decide and provide”, not “predict and provide” (examples might be the TfSE transport 

plan, or the ITRC modelling of the Oxford-Cambridge Arc)
− Integration of spatial planning and industrial strategy



Break Out Sessions

1. The Eastern region’s place in the 
economy

2. The role of the region post 
COVID-19 Using the scenarios

3. What are the important local 
economies and sectors? 



Feedback session

A representative from each breakout 
room to briefly summarise the key 
themes and discussion points covered 
within their breakout room



5. Next Steps



1A 
Non 

Transport 
Outcomes

A set of agreed non transport 
outcomes, a credible, future-proofed 
evidence base, tested future transport 
scenarios and a suite of documents 
tailored to different audiences 

A set of agreed transport outcomes 
and an agreed and unique deliver 
approach

“One transport strategy with one set 
of priorities locking into local and 
national investment and delivery plans 
to help deliver better outcomes for our 
region”

Stage 1

1B
Evidence 

Base Deep 
Dives

1C
Initial 
Future 

Scenarios

Stage 2

2A 
Transport 
Outcomes

2B
Delivery 

approach

Stage 3

3A 
Prioritised 
Measures

Transport 
strategy

+ +

+

=

Next Steps in the Strategy

Deep dive studies will inform the 
transport outcomes, which along with 
the Non-Transport Outcomes will be 
used to shape the Future Scenarios to be 
tested. These will ultimately lead to a 
Strategic Approach (2b).



Engagement activity platform



Please follow us on social media:

Twitter @TransportEast

LinkedIn Transport East

Thank you for 
your time
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